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Abstract: A space Y has the countable chain condition (CCC) (discrete countable chain con- 
dition (DCCC)) provided each (discrete) collection of mutually exclusive open sets in Y is count- 
able. In [ 161, the author showed the ECC, t:le CCC asld separability to be equivalent condi- 
tions in comple table Moore spaces. However, zn [ 181, Rudin gave an example of a non-separable 
Moo*e space with the CCC. And in [ 15 J , under the ass,umption of the Con tinuium Hypothesis, 
the auth0.r gave an example of a Moore space u-vith the DCCC but not the CCC. 
In this paper, the author gives an example sf a Moore space S with the DCCC but not the 
CCC which requizes no set-theoretic assumptions other than the Axiom of Choice. The con- 
struc;ion of this space is of :I general nature (to each first-countable T3 space are associated two 
Moore spaces), which the author bel.&ves will be a useful technique in the search for (. ther 
counterexamples. The space S is also shr)wn to be a lpseudonormai Moore space which does not 
have the three link property. In addition, the :mt.hor gives characterizations of chain conditi0n.s 
in Moore spaces and relates these conditions tlr Moore closure and pseudocompactness. 
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0. Introduction 
The statement 
means that there 
that a c;pace Y h:zs the cou&&le chain co~adi~‘icw (CCC) 
does not exist an uncountable collection of mutuall!! 
exclusive open sets in Y. 4 space Y is said to Rave the discrete cwnta.ble 
chain conditiSon (IWCC) provided there dloes MD!: exist an uncountable 
discrete collection of mutually exclusive open sets in Y. There has bec:n 
considerable work done concerning the relationships between these t\Wo 
properties znJ separability in various topological spaces, Historically, of 
course, questions co,ncerning the quivale!nce of the CCC arid separabil- 
ity were inspired by “Souslin’s Coqj~cture” [ 201. The study of the 
DCCC and its relatirn to the other two ww introduced in [ 2 E 1. 
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A &veZo~melz8 fora T, space Y is a sequence @, 92, .#. of open 
coverings .of Y such that 
( 1) $&+r (S I$& for each i, 
(2) if p f zr’ and p is contained in the open set D, then there exists an 
y1 such that each element of $& containing u is contained inD. 
A regular T1 space having a development isa _IMooire space. A Moore 
space Y is co&@ete provided it has a complete development, i.el, a de- 
velopment Qr, $3~~ . . . such that if for each i, Mi is a closed set, cored 
tained in some element of Si and &+r C A$, then f‘l Er Mi # 6: A Moore 
space is completable provided it can be embedded in a complete Moore 
space. 
It follows from results in [ 5; and [ 161 that in completable Moore 
spaces, the CCC, the CCC and separability are equivalent conditions. 
In fact, this is true in Moore spaces which can be denseijr embedded in 
developable T2 ‘spaces with the BGre property [ 171. However, Rudin 
[ 1 S] and Pixley and Roy [ 121 have given examples of nonseparable 
Moore spaces with the CCC. And under the assumption of the Con- 
tinuum Hypothesis, the author has given an example in [ 151 of a Moore 
space with the DCCC but not the CCC. 
In Section 1, the author gives an example of a Moore space with the 
DCCC but not the CCC which reauires no set-theoretic assumptions 
other than the Axiom of Choice. ‘The construction of this space is of a 
general nature which the author believes will be a useful technique in 
the search for counterexamples involving Moore spaces. In addition, the 
particular, space given setties other possible conjectures concerning nor- 
mality conditions. In Section 2, the author compietes the characteriza- 
tion of chain conditions in Moore spaces which was begun in [ 151 and 
relates these r:onditions to pseudocompactness and Moore closure. 
Notation. Denote by N the set of all positive integers. 
1. Constructing non-metrii~ble 
1.1. In Theorem P the author will construct wo non-metrizable Moore 
spaces using the space of c:ountable ordinals with the order topology as 
“the basic building block. Note that the same con:;truction will yield 
Moore spaces based on any first-c*ounta he technique is 
fdows: 
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(1) Let X0 be a first-cuuntable T, space, Denote by S, a copy of ,X0, 
and for each i E N, denote by S<l,i) a unique copy of X0 distinct from 
S,. Let 
Think of the {SC1 i,) as converging down to SI. For each i E N, give 
,5& the discrete’topology. For each e!Fment x1 of Sr, consider-a local 
base &(x), u;!(x), . . . in X0 for th, p ekrtient x in X0 which is identified 
,Nith x1. Now, construct a &al base $(x1), &(x1), ,.. in X for xt by 
pla::ing acone for x1 and chopping ot’f one level at a time; i.e., foreach 
,i E N iet Gi)(xr ) be the set on Z&) identified wi,th y/(x) in X0 and for 
each i E N let 
It follows that X is a Moore space and St is a closed subset of X which 
has no limit point. 
(2) Produce an “infinite-dimensional” expansion S of X by construct- 
ing countably many copies of X0 over each (S,,,), then csuntrably many 
copies over each of these, and continuing the process countably many 
limes. Now, let S be the union of the countably many copies so pro- 
Juced, and define the topology of S by constructing cones at each level 
extending up through the dimensions. Again, by carefully constructing 
the cones based on the topology of X0 ,, S is a Moore spsce and X is a 
closed subset of S. (Ndte that the author is using the term “dimension” 
. in this discussion for geometric visualization and not in the topological 
sense.) 
Furthermore, if X0 has two mutually exclusive sets N and K such . 
that K is uncountable and i:s not the union of countably many subsets 
each of which has no limit point in H, Ithen X and S are not normal. 
Also, if X0 is uncountable and separable, then S is separable but not 
metrizable. The reader should test his understanding of the: techniqlre 
by constructing nonmetrizable Moor-h spaces based on the real line, the 
Michael Kline and th .+ Sorgenfrey line. 
the space of ~;:~~untable or 
topology, i.e., R s a basic :,pen set provided R = {b, j, where br is the 
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first element of Xi, or there exists a E X0 and b E X0 such that a # b 
and R =: (a, b]. It is well known that & is a collectionwise nomlal, 
countably compact first-countable T;i space which is not paracompact. 
Furthermore, both the set of all limit ordinals and the set of all non- 
limit ordinals are -uncountable subse,ts of X0. Also, X0 is not a Moore 
space since each collectionwise normal Moore space is metrizable [ 21. 
The author will now us,e the space X0 as a building block in the con- 
struction of two Moore spaces X and S. 
(ii’;r Denote by Sr a copy of X0, and for each i E N, denote by S,, ;) a 
unique copy of X0 distinct from S,. For each i E and each x E Xd; 
denote by x1 and (xr,xi) the eltments’of 3r and St1 i), respectively, 
which are identified with x. Also, for each x E X0 s&h that +, 3 a limit 
ordinal, denote by x( I), x( 2)~.... asequence of elements of X0 vcrhich 
converges to x. Let 
X=Si u U~=iS(lij * ? 
Define a development for .X as follows: 
for sOme i E N, then for each j E N let 
(2) If p =x1 E s, and x is not a limit ordinal in X0, for each j E N 
let 
(3) If p = x1 E S, and x is a limit ordinal in X0, for each j E N let 
Gf(P) = ix11 u I(x(i)l,x(:i)i).(Xl,xi)] I i2- j) , 
i.e., 
It follows that 9 1, 9 2, . . . . where for each i, 
9i = 1 Gj (XI I X E X kild j’ 3 i} 
is a development for the Moore space X. To see that X is regular, not? 
that for each p E X and j E 
If p = x1 and q = yl are 
Cl(p) IS both open and closed. 
elements hof S1 in X such that x is a limit 
ordinal in X0 d y is not a limit orciinal in X0, then C,(p) and G,(q) 
are represcnte 
ea .-. _I_ -I- --- .5(1,2) 
(YpY2) (x(2)p x(2:)2) (Xl, J$ 
li_p- +- -?- ---- qr.3, 






Yl x 1 
Properties of X. (a) X is not normal. To see this, colnsider 
I-;1 = (x1 E S1 1 x is a limit ordinal in X0), 
K = { y1 E 231 I y is not a limit ordinal in X0] . 
It follows that H and K are mutualFy exckasive closed subsets of ,Y. 
’ HO-,, VI Wr?er, there do not exist mutual& exclusive open sets DH and D’x 
in X containing I! and K, respectively. For suppose that such open sets 
DH and _!IK do exist. Then, for each y1 E K, there exists i E N such 
that Gif yl) C D,. Since K is uncountabk, there exist n E N and an un- 
countable subset Kfl of K such that if y 1 2 K,, then G,( yl) c D,- . But 
{y E X0 1 yl E KJ has a limit point f in X9 and tr E H. Thus for each i, 
let j = ma:s (i, az) and kt yl E &, such that y E (t(j), t]. It follows that 
( yl, y$ E G,( yl) n Gi(t,). Therefore tI is a limit point of D,. Herice 
X is not normal. 
(b) There exists an uncountable collection of mutually exclusive 
open sets in X each element of which contains a point of S, ; however, 
there exists no such collection that is also discrete. To see this, note 
th.at 
{G1( yl) 1 y is not a limit OlYliKd in X0> 
is an uncountable collection of mutual&y exclusive open sets. However, 
supp’ese that U is an uncountable colkction of mutually exclu:sive open 
sets in X each element of which contains a point of S,. Then let P be an 
“‘- uncountabl8e subset of S, such that each element oil U contains only 
one point ok’ P. Thus,, as before, there iexists k E and an uncountabl 
su.bset Pk of P such that if x1 E Pk, then Gk(xl) is containe 
element of 3c. But (x E Xrr : x1 E Pk] hias ;i limit point a in 
foIlol~vs that y = t, E S, and each open set containing 4 intersects in- 
finitely many &men ts of 2c. Hence Zc is not discrete. 
(ia) The Moore space X described in (ii) has the WCC but not the 
CCC with respect o the subset S, of X. However, since St1 i) has the dis- 
crete topology for each i, the space X fails to be the exam& in ques- 
tion. The author will now construlct such an example by constructing 
(much in the same manner as the examples given in [ 151 and [ 161) an 
“infinite-dimensional” expansion S of X0 such that each copy of X0 in 
S will possess the properties of S, in X. 
For each m E N, let 
Let 
A, = ((nl, n2, . . . . nm) 1 q = 1 and {nl, n2, r-e? iz,) C W . 
A = U;,,A, , 
and note that 14 is countable. For i;ach GZ = (nl, n2, . ..% n,) E A, denote 
by Scl a unique copy of X0. For each x E .XOg denote by 
(x,1, x,2, l *-9 x,, ) the element of Si which is identified with x. Also for 
each x E X0 which is a limit ordinal in X0, denote by x(l), x(2), . . . a 
sequence of eletrlents in X0 which ionverges to x. Let 
and define a development for S as follows: 
Suppose that j E N, a = (anl,an2, .. ..a& E A and p E Sag 
0) Ifp = b$&Y~2, . . . . ynm) E SUB ZUC!I that y is not a limit ordinal in 
X0, let 
cENand foreach l’<i~~,k~>j}. 
(2) If P = (Y/&Y&, l e-9 ynm) E SG, such that y is a limit ordinal in X0, 
let 
XE&,CEN, for 1 GiGc,ki>j, 
and xE(y(kll,,y] in X0) . 
It follows that {j 1, $j2, .*., where for eaLh i, 
i= {Gi(p)Ip6Yandj>i), 
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is (‘1 Development for the Moore space S. Again, note that for etch p E 3: 
anijE , Gi(p) is both open and clos~ed. (Note that X is a closed sub- 
set of S and think of it as the first “dimension” of the expansion.) 
S hti she DCGC but not the CCC NotIe that 
{Gr(y,) I y is not a limit ordinal in X0) 
is again an uncountable collection of mutually exclusive open sets. HUW- 
ever, suppose c1c is an uncountable collection of mutually exclusive . 
open sets in S. Let P be an uncountable subset of S such t 
ment of 3c contains only one point of P. Then there exists k E N and 
an uncountable subset Pk of P such thlat if 63 E I$, then Gk( p) is con- 
tained in some element of al. Now A is countable, thus for some 
Sa contains uncountably many elements of P,. But 
has a limit point t in X0. And it follows that 
and each open set containing q intersects infinitely many elements of 
Q . Hence ?c is not discrete. Tlhis completes the proof of ‘Theorem ‘1. 3 
1.2. An application of X and S. A Moore space Y is said to have ~B’Y~JIW 
ty D (cf. [ lo]) provided that for e,ach countably infinite subset 
(pr9p29 . ..} in Y which has no limit point there exists a discrete @o&z: 
tion (I%,, U2, . . . ) of mutually exclusive open sets in Y such that for 
each i, pi E UiO A space is said to be p~eudonormal in [ 141 provideI;: 
that each two mutually exclusive closed sets one of which is counttabl~? 
can be separated by mutually ex.clusive open sets. Pseudonormal Mocllre 
spaces are easily t; J en to have pr Dperty D. 
A Moore space Y is said to have: the three link property [ 8 ] prc:. a~:d 
there exists a development $r, 92, . . . for Y such that if jD and q mrz fw~ 
points in S, there txists an n such that there do not exist elements 
G,, G2> G, of 9, with the property that p E G1, Gl n G2 + 
G2 n G3 # 0, a.nd q E G, . Continuously semimetrizable spaces a
etrizable Moore spaces have the three ‘Iink property [ 3: 191, res 
follo\r\9:; from [ 10,8] that in a &;ioo~ space Y whic?~ has either pr 
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D or the three link property the closure of any subset 1M of Y in whicn 
each infinite subset of M has a limit point in Y is compact. To the 
author’s knowledge there is no exa,mple presently in the literature of a 
pseu&normal Moore space which fails to have the three link property. 
Claim 1. Each of X and S is a pseudwzormal Moore space, but neither 
has the three link property, is confll’nuously semimetrizable, non is sub- 
metrizable. 
Proof. To see that S, and similarly X, are pseudonormal it is sufficient 
to note that each countable subset of S is contained in a countable set 
that is both open and closed. Since each countable Moore space is 
met&able, hence normal, it follows immediately that S is pseudonormal. 
That neither X nor S has the three link property can be seen by ob- 
serving that if either did, then the space X0 would have a G, diagonal 
(which it does not; see [9]). 0 
Claim 2. S is a pseudonormal, noncompletable Moore space. 
Proof. Each completable Moore space with t1.e DCCC is separable [ 16 J b 0 
Note. By an argument similar to that grven in [ 15,161 to show that the 
Moore space given in 1’ 151 is not completable, it follows that a Moore 
space constructed in t3e manner of S in Theorem 1 with the Michael 
line as the basic building block would also be noncompletable. In fact, 
the author conjectures that any nonmetrizable Moore space so con- \ 
strutted will be noncompletable. 
Claim 3. Neither X nor S is coun tably paracompact. 
The proof of this is quite lengthy and is only stated so as to save some- 
one else the trouble of checking. T’he author had originally hoped to 
produce a countably paracompact, non-normal Moore space with this 
construction, but thus far hc has not been successful. 
L?. Remark on the cowtruction technique. The reader should note 
that to each first-countable T2 space X, one can associate a Moore 
space X as in the proof of Theorem 1. However, regularity is needed to 
produce an “infinite-dimensional” expansion S of X0 which is also 
regular. 1~1 fact, the construction of an “‘infinite ~dimensional” 
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space S based on an arbitrary first-countable T3 space will, in generail, 
be more complicated than the one given in Theorem 1. The expansicrn 
in Theorem 1 was made easier by the fact that basic open sets in the 
space of countable ordinals were both open ar:d closed. 13e general 
technique is as follows. 
Let X0 be a first-countable T3 space. For each x E X0, denote by 
U,(x), U#), ..* a sequence of open sets in X0 which forms a loca! #liase 
at x such that for each i, Ui+l(X) c Ui(X)* NOW, as in the proof c!* 
Theorem 1, for each m E N let 
A,W = {(IQ,F~~, . . . . rj& 1 ytl = 1 and {n,,n2 ,..., n&p c\N} I 
Let i 
For each a = (nl, n2, ,.., n,) E A, denote by S, a unique c.opy of .X0,+ 
And for each x E X,, denote by (JC,+,~, . . ..x.,) the element of S,* 
which is identified with x. Let 
and define a development for S as follows: 
Suppose that j E N, a z (iylr,n2, .. . . n,) E A and 
p = CY*pYn2, l **,Y*& E “a. Let 
Ia follows *that I&, &, .>., where Y’or each i, 
Qi= {Gj(p)IPESandi>i) 3 
is a development for the Moore space 5. 
Furthermore, if X0 is i2 nonseparable, first-countable T2 space wilth 
the CCC, then S is such a space that is also developable; and if X0 is 
regular, then S is a Moore space. Thus, by assunkg the existence of a 
Souslin space, one can construct an as, c -1ciated nonseparable Moore space 
with the CCC. 
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2, Cba~acterizatioms of chain conditions in 
~e~ni~~n [ 133. The statement that th.e subset M of Y is n-dense in Y 
with respect o the development $jl, gz, . . . for Y means that for each 
p E Y and each k E N there are elements G,, G2, . . . . G, of $jP such 
that y E G,, Gi 17 Gi+I # 8 for 1 G i G PI--- 1 whenever n > 1, and 
G,nMiQ). 
Definition [ 151. A. Moore space Y is n-separabk provided that for each 
development $j for Y there exists a countable subset IM of Y such that 
M is n-dense in Y with respect o 9 . 
ef’inition [ 15 1. A Moore space lY is wd-normal provided for each open 
set 63 in Y there exists 3 sequence .D,, LIZ, . . . of open sets in Y such that 
D C UEIDi and for each i, -Di C Lb. 
Theorem 2 [ 153. In a Moore space Y the following are equivalent: 
(1) Y has the CCC. 
(2) Y hm the DCCC msd is wd-normal. 
(3) Y is Z-separable and wd-normal 
Tkleorem 3 [ I 5 1. .lil a Moore space Y the .following ure equivalent: 
(1) Y h,m the DCCC. 
(2) Y is 3-zepatable. 
Now consider Moore spaces Y which have the DFCC, i.e., there does 
mt exist an infinite discrete colfection of mutually exclusive open sets 
in Y There exist :nonmetrizable Moore spaces which have the DFCC. 
For example, noncompact oore spaces Y having a dense subset M such 
that every infinite subset of&I has 9 _ h&t point in Y have the DFCC. 
Such spaces are given in [ 1 C&6,4]. Also, in [ 1 ] 4 Bagley, Connell and 
M&night introduce lightly compact spaces which, in the presence of 
regularity, coincide wit:1 the DFCC spaces It follows from [ 1 ] that a 
completely regulslr Moore spzsse ispseudocompact if and only if it has 
the DFCC. 
For some time the author has searched for a characterization of Moore 
spaces having the FCC which wou d ‘compare with those given above 
[ 71. A Moore space Y is Mu re dosed ptsvided it is a closed 
subset of every Moore space in which i can be embedded, 
[ I]. Eac!2 Moore-&sed space $5; a complete Maore space. 
The fellouring thelxem is easily verified. 
Theorem 5. A Moore space has the DFCC i,f and only if it is Moore closed. 
Themmr d. A Moore space Y having the D.rX’C is separable. 
Proof. In i 16 1, the author ,p:*;xed that each completable Moore spiace 
with the WCC is separable. %nce Y is Moore closed, Y is a complete 
Moore space wifh Phe DCCC. 3 
Theorem 7. dn (2 fMoo,re space Y, the foZlowOzg are equivar’ent: 
(1) Y has rhe DFCC’. 
(2) If 9 ;‘I 91, $22, “* is a development, %r Y, ifhen for each i, then? 
exists a fiti& sut set M, of Y such that for L ach p E Y there are efe-3 
mena G 1 and Gz yJ nf g, smk that p E G,, G1 n G2 # $!land 
G2 n Mi # & 
Proof. (I) * (2). Suppose Y is a Moore splat’!: having the DFCC and 
91. $32, . .. is a development fcr Y. Denote ihy (I& k2? .*.I a countable 
dense subset of Y. For each i, consider 
Note that 3ci is a countable r:pen cover of ‘Y. In [ 1 ] it was established 
that each countable open cover of a lightly compact space h;as ;a finitle 
subcollection whose closures cover the spaex. Since Y is lightly com- 
pact, for each i let 
denote a finite subcollection of %j whose closures cover Y. Finally, let 
Mi = 3, 1, kn2, -0.9 k,,J . 
For each i, it follows i hat A$ has the desired property. 
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clushv open sets in Y. For each 1’, let pi E Ui and let G(pi) be an open 
set containing Pi-Whose closure is contained in Vi* Denote by 91, 92, l . . 
a development for Y such that if pj E Cf f $1 for scme i, then 
G c G(Q) and if G E & and 6 Tt C(q,) + 9 for somei, then G C U’* 
Now -consider the subset MI of Y provrded by (2). It follows that if some 
element G of i& intersects an element of 9, which contains pi for 
some i, then G c Ujs Thus each element of 3c contains a point of M, 
and Ml is finite. This contradicts the choice of W 
Questions 
(1) Does there exist a 3-separable Mocre space which is not %epar- 
able? 
The examples given here and in [ IS] will not work. In fact such an 
example cannot be either locally separable or locally metrizable at each 
point of a dense subset. 
(2) Can each separable complete Moore space be embedded in a 
Moore-closed space (pseudocomptict Moore space)? 
(3) Can each metric space of cardimtiity < c be embedded in a pseudo- 
compact Moore space? 
Ott has shown in f 111 that each such metric space can be embedded 
jn a separable complete Moore space. 
(4) Does the product of two Moore spaces each aving the CCC 
(DCCC) have the CCC (DCCC)? 
The product of two Moore spaces each having the DFCC does have 
the DFCC [ I]. 
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